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Brief Background

Exoneration

Gross et al ([7]) define exoneration more broadly as:

An official act declaring a defendant not guilty of a crime for which
he or she had been previously been convicted.

Using this definition Gross et al count 340 total exonerated men and
women between 1989 and 2003; 80% of whom had been imprisoned for
five or more years; 73% of whom were exonerated on the basis of DNA
evidence.
The Innocence Project has focused on cases where exoneration = DNA
exculpation.

These cases are just the observed
positives
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Brief Background

DNA Evidence

Kaye points out the recent recasting of DNA evidence, [9]:

It is important to note that DNA evidence has assumed an
exculpatory role relatively recently...DNA testing for identification in
criminal forensics was initially critiqued as too error prone to meet a
legal evidentiary standard

From the early to the late 1990s, the debates about DNA testing
standards yielded to near-universal acceptance — partially due to
technological advancement — of DNA testing as the definitive criminal
identification tool, [10], [12] or [2]
While DNA is vital to redress a wrongful conviction, its absence weakens
cases — the vast majority of exoneration requests — where there simply
is no DNA evidence available [13]
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Wrongful Conviction

I Most cases lack DNA evidence.

I Same fundamental errors?

I Eyewitness Misidentifications, False Confessions, Jailhouse Snitches, and
Flawed Forensics, [4]
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Factors in Wrongful Conviction
Current Work

I Examined through the framework of DNA testing: exclusion and
non-identification, [6]

I Just a small fraction of the entreaties the IPs receive will ever have DNA
evidence available...

I ...Just a fraction of the potentially large numbers of wrongfully convicted
[5]
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Brief Background

DNA Evidence 6= Exoneration 6=
Innocence

We have to assert, prior to building a statistical model

I Non-positive DNA evidence cannot perfectly identify Wrongful Convictions

I A Wrongful Conviction isn’t functionally an Exoneration (using Gross’
definition.)

I The universe of Wrongful Convictions is (much) larger than the present or
future universe of Non-positive DNA evidence
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Brief Background

The Innocence Projects

I Endogenous difference: Different projects have different ‘rules’ and
procedures

I Exogenous differences: Mechanisms that wrongfully convict may differ
state by state, locale by locale, prosecutor by prosecutor...

I Recordkeeping/Coding Data: Inconsistent state by state. National level
‘clearing-house’ (NY IP) vs. State-level records.
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I Define observably positive dependent variables.

I Sampling methodology.

I Rich statistical modeling framework
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The Data

Georgia Innocence Project

I Founded August 2002, assisted with 8 exonerations, 5 GIP alone.

I Have received over 5000 case requests from Georgia and Alabama

I The GIP focuses on DNA cases
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The Data

Georgia Innocence Project

I The Georgia Innocence Project (GIP) has a unique identifier, the GIP
which is separate but should also be unique for the GADOC/Inmate
number

I Approximately 5000 cases, we sample approximately 10 percent

I Exclude cases from Alabama, Florida.

We want to exploit the temporality of the
GIP record keeping
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Covariates ’in’ the GIP Data
Illustration for GIP data is general enough
to be applicable to most organizations

Let X be a collection of states for a Markov Process and let Z be
associated covariates. These data can easily be collected by any IP which
keeps even minimal records for their internal files.

1. Z j
1 = 1 False Confession?

2. Z j
2 = 1 Snitch?

3. Z j
3 = 1 Race Black?

4. Z j
4 = 1 Victim White?

5. Z j
5 = Duration in state

6. Z j
6 = DNA available?

Z j
1, ...,Z

j
4 are indicators for the presence of a characteristic at state j

while Z j
5 is continuous. Notice that the covariates Zj are state

dependent; the value of each Zj is recovered from the available case
record for each state Xj .

This allows model to account for the
amount of information available to the IP
at each stage in case processing.
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Sampling the GIP Data

Data	  sheet	  for	  GIP	  
	  
States:	  
	  
List	  date	  of	  action	  from	  file:	  
	  
X_W	  –	  Inmate	  Letter	  Received:_____________	  
	  
X_Q	  –	  GIP	  questionnaire	  sent____________	  
	  
X_C	  –	  Case	  Closed:_____________	  
(multiple	  dates	  ok)	  
	  
X_I	  –	  Case	  Inculpated:______________	  
	  
X_E	  –	  Case	  Exonerated:______________	  
	  
	  
Covariates:	  
	  
List	  date	  of	  incidence	  from	  file	  (blank	  indicates	  no;	  multiple	  dates	  ok,	  indicates	  time	  
varying)	  
	  
Z_0	  –	  Forensic	  Evidence?______________	  
	  
Z_1	  –	  False	  Confession?:_________	  
	  
Z_2	  –	  Snitch?:_________	  
	  
Z_3	  –	  Race	  Black?:_____________	  
	  
Z_4	  –	  Victim	  White?:____________	  
	  
Z_5	  –	  Duration	  in	  Previous	  State:	  
(to	  be	  calculated	  from	  state	  data,	  ok	  to	  leave	  blank	  here)	  
	   Z_5_W:___________	  
	  
	   Z_5_C:____________	  
	  
	   Z_5_I:_____________	  
	  
	   Z_5_E:____________	  
	  
Z_6	  –	  DNA	  available?:__________	  
	  
Z_7	  –	  Eyewitness	  ID?:__________	  	  



Sampling the GIP Data

Georgia Innocence Project Data

1. Open active cases - in a filing cabinet near the entrance with open letters
at the bottom of the filing cabinet

2. Recently closed cases - near the rear right of the office. Cases remain in
this area for three months

3. Closed, closed cases - at the rear of the office. Cases that have been
inactive for more than three months

p̂1 = .03285714

p̂2 = .03163265

p̂3 = .9355102
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Sampling

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Sampled

p̂1

p̂2

p̂3

Figure : Sampling design for GIP data



Sampling the GIP Data

Two moving parts to consider in devising
a sampling frame for the GIP data

1. The Zone (case classification): overrepresent Zone 1, underrepresent Zone
3.

2. The GIP number: The number is a (loose) proxy for time in the GIP
system. Cases are worked for different lengths of time. Are the
birth/death, state transitions stationary given the covariates?. This is
to say that we may have to assume that the policies (and thus the effect
of covariates on state transitions and time in system) of the GIP have
remained relatively stable no matter when the case has arrived.

Eventual model needs to be rich enough
to account for possible non-stationarity in
the sampled observations
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Sampling the GIP Data

We sample a GIP number and then a
Bernoulli Choice

1. Zone 3: Sample 5 cases. Draw numbers in order from list in attached file,
if the number doesnt appear in the files exactly, take the next nearest up
or down depending upon up or down column.

2. Zone 2: Sample 3 cases. Draw numbers in order from list in attached file,
if the number doesnt appear in the files exactly, take the next nearest up
or down depending upon up or down column.

3. Zone 1: Sample 2 cases. Draw numbers in order from list in attached file,
if the number doesnt appear in the files exactly, take the next nearest up
or down depending upon up or down column.

4. Repeat until youve exhausted the list of random numbers

With ‘burn-in’ (sample 1st 100 from)
Zone 3 cases
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Sampling the GIP Data

GIP# Up? Up?

1605 1 Up

1400 -1 Down

1865 1 Up

4020 1 Up

1288 1 Up

4289 1 Up

1909 1 Up

3058 1 Up

1313 1 Up

3247 1 Up

646 1 Up

2326 -1 Down

1420 1 Up

3160 1 Up

4115 -1 Down

3440 1 Up

2827 -1 Down

4012 -1 Down

1384 1 Up

3123 -1 Down

1552 -1 Down

1984 1 Up

916 1 Up

4173 1 Up

1714 -1 Down

295 1 Up

1172 1 Up

368 1 Up

3128 -1 Down

4409 1 Up

2206 1 Up

4303 -1 Down

2605 1 Up

2119 -1 Down

3710 -1 Down

1541 1 Up

2863 -1 Down

4888 -1 Down

2900 -1 Down

491 -1 Down

3978 1 Up

3778 -1 Down

1459 -1 Down

2652 -1 Down

3360 1 Up

204 -1 Down
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Figure : Multistate Hazard Model for Exoneration Data: XW - Letter received;
XC - Case Closed; Xl - Case Inculpated; XE - Case Exonerated.



The Data

No. Ever Entries to State
State in State XW XC XO XI XE

XW 3717 2491 558 - -
XC 2490 - - - - -
XO 558 - - - 95 7
XI 95 - - - - -
XE 7 - - - - -

Figure : 2009-2010 Snapshot of The GIP (pseudo-data)



The Model

Let the hazard rates for transition between states be:

hj(t) = P(XZ(t + ε) = xj,zj |XZ(t) = xj∗,zj∗) (1)

In the Figure the hazard rates are labeled with h and the ‘states’ are
labeled by X .
The ‘covariate information’, Zj are the demographic, case, state duration
information unique to each record.



The Model

The simplest version of the model is to fit proportional hazards

hj(t) = hj0exp{β
TZj} (2)

between each pair of adjacent or communicating states Xj∗,Xj . This is
to treat the state transitions, via the estimated hazard rates, as
conditionally independent.
This is a useful first approach as methods for fitting proportional hazards
are straightforward and ubiquitous.



The Model

Consider though that we desire inference on the probability of a case
being worthwhile of review. In the context of the model this is the
probability, hazard, or survival rate of a case to a time t, or state Xj ,
given covariates. Let

H(t) = Hj(t) = {Z j ; x1, ..., xt} (3)

be the ‘history’ of a case at time t — the state history and record of time
dependent covariates at time t.



The Model

Consider

π(s|H(t)) = P(X = XE in s > t|H(t)) (4)

then to be the probability a case makes it through to exoneration, given
its history, by time s. In the simple model this is to ascertain the
(assumed) conditionally independent hazard rates hj , evaluate them at
the observed covariates and multiply them together.



The Augmented Model

The augmentation is to relax the conditional independence assumption,
i.e. the conditionally independent separately estimated hazard functions
hj , by concatenating the entire process across states using a Copula
representation of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations. This elucidation
follows the method in [1].



Markov Process

The Chapman-Kolmogorov equations

fXt1
,...,Xtn

=

∫ ∞
−∞

fXtn |Xtn−1
(Xtn |Xtn−1 ) · · · fXt2

|Xt1
(Xt2 |Xt1 )dXt2 · · · dXtn−1

hold that the progression of the random process Xti is governed by these
transition probabilities, ‘averaging’ probability mass over the conditionally
independent states.



‘Tunable’ Markov Process

Calling Cti tj the copula of the random variables Xti , Xtj , then, for
ti < tj < tk

Cti tk = Cti tj ∗ Ctj tk (5)

is an equivalent representation of the CK equations, and

P(Xt ∈ A|Xs = x) =
∂Cst(Fs(x),Ft(a))

∂Xs

is the copula version of the CK transition probability.



‘Tunable’ Markov Process

The estimation problem here is to fit the copulae, i.e. the transition
dependence between states, from data. This is just to write (5) as

Cti tk ;θ1,θ2 = Cti tj ;θ2 ∗ Ctj tk ;θ1 . (6)

This yields a likelihood type method

(θ̂1, θ̂2) = arg max
θ1,θ2

Cti tk ;θ1,θ2 = Cti tj ;θ2 ∗ Ctj tk ;θ1 . (7)



The tunable MSS model

This is just to concatenate the hazard functions at each state hj by
parametric copula via equation (6) by an m−fold operation of ∗, m the
number of total states, or number of states by desired time t in

H(t) = Hj(t) = {Z j ; x1, ..., xt}

.
The parameters of the Copulae (in 7) are fitted via maximum likelihood
or sieve method, say, and the proportional hazard model is used for the
marginal distribution at each state Xj .

Using this approach we can obtain
estimates for the effects of the covariates
in H(t), equation (3), using (the
Gumbel-Hougard) Copulae to
concatenate the state-by-state transitions
into a full Markovian process.



Methodology

Exploit length of time in ‘state’...

I Proxy for the IP’s ‘prior’ or ad hoc model for likeliness of exoneration

I ‘Inflate’ data via survival curve

...in the presence of covariates

I False Confession?

I Snitch?

I Race Black?

I Victim White?

Following [14] ([11]) approximate this with ‘conditional’ proportional
hazard curves, on ‘left-truncated’ data
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Methodology: Conditionally Independent Model

Cox proportional hazards (Conditionally
Independent Model)

hj(t) = hj0exp{β
TZj} (8)

...in the presence of covariates Z

I Z j
1 = 1 False Confession? Yes.

I Z j
2 = 1 Snitch? Yes.

I Z j
3 = 1 Race Black? Yes.

I Z j
4 = 1 Victim White? Yes

I Z j
5 = Duration in previous state

Only Z j
5 is really ‘time-varying’
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Methodology

hj0 ≡ h0

Z coef exp(coef) sig?
Confess? 0.36 1.03 *
Snitch? -.59 .55
Black? -.093 .91
Victim White? -.16 .85 **
Duration in Prev. State 1.02 2.76

Interpretation? Initial review process? Unclear interpretation since
‘hazard’ (prob. of exiting state) means something different in between
different states.
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Figure : Multistate Hazard Model for Exoneration Data: XW - Letter received;
XC - Case Closed; Xl - Case Inculpated; XE - Case Exonerated.



Methodology

hj0, j = C

Z coef exp(coef) sig?
Confess? -0.49 0.61 **
Snitch? 0.0053 1.005
Black? -.081 .92 *
Victim White? -.003 .99
Duration in Prev. State 0.609 1.83

Interpretation? Cases selected because of ‘false confession’ claim in
intake are not quickly dispensed of. Some cases may ‘linger’ but then
closed anyway.
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Figure : Multistate Hazard Model for Exoneration Data: XW - Letter received;
XC - Case Closed; Xl - Case Inculpated; XE - Case Exonerated.



Methodology

hj0, j = O

Z coef exp(coef) sig?
Confess? 0.0181 1.02
Snitch? 0.418 1.51
Black? -.1809 .83
Victim White? 0.06 1.06
Duration in Prev. State 0.522 1.685 ***

Interpretation? Cases actually worked. Duration in XW = letter received
significant implies cases wait awhile?
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Figure : Multistate Hazard Model for Exoneration Data: XW - Letter received;
XC - Case Closed; Xl - Case Inculpated; XE - Case Exonerated.



Methodology

hj0, j = E

Z coef exp(coef) sig?
Confess? 0.917 1.02 *
Snitch? -0.037 0.963
Black? -0.326 0.722 ***
Victim White? 0.053 1.065
Duration in Prev. State 0.00323 1.003

Interpretation? All the GIP exonerees are black thus far.
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Figure : Multistate Hazard Model for Exoneration Data: XW - Letter received;
XC - Case Closed; Xl - Case Inculpated; XE - Case Exonerated.
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hj0, j = I

Z coef exp(coef) sig?
Confess? 0.024 1.024
Snitch? -0.066 1.069
Black? -0.0571 1.058
Victim White? 0.0573 1.059
Duration in Prev. State -0.973 .907 **

Interpretation? The longer cases waited in the previous state, the longer
it took to inculpate. Problems processing cases efficiently?
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Augmented Model
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Figure : Multistate Hazard Model for Exoneration Data: XW - Letter received;
XC - Case Closed; Xl - Case Inculpated; XE - Case Exonerated.,
hΘ = (hC , hO , hE , hI )



Augmented Model

Θ = (θC , θO , θI , θE )

are the dependence parameters for the augmented model and can be
interpreted as how far away from conditional independence the states are.
MLE estimates, (with s.e’s) are:

Θ̂MLE = (θ̂C = .721(.366), θ̂O = .226(.490), θ̂I = .293(.158), θ̂E = .910(.478))



Augmented Model

Z coef exp(coef) sig?
Confess? -0.39 0.677 *
Snitch? -.52 .594 *
Black? .092 1.09 *
Victim White? -.163 .849 **
Duration in Prev. State -1.72 0.179

Figure : Estimated ‘effects’ from Augmented Model for H(t)



Augmented Model

Consider again

π(s|H(t),Z) = P(X = XE in s > t|H(t),Z) (9)

the probability a case makes it through to exoneration, given its history,
by time s. Pick covariates Z.

I For the conditionally independent model this is just a multiplication
of hazard curves evaluated at Z...

I For the augmented model, we concatenate the curves using the
estimators Θ̂
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Augmented Model

Set Z = (No Confess, No Snitch, Non White Victim, Mean Time in each
previous state).

I Conditionally Independent π̂(s = 100,Black) = 0.001833239

I Conditionally Independent π̂(s = 100,White) = 0.00036903

I Augmented π̂(s = 100,Black) = 0.01076137

I Augmented π̂(s = 100,White) = 0.01237557

The conditionally independent estimates
are much lower and the magnitudes of
the probabilities reverse.
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Other Approaches

Null A pre-requisite for statistical modeling and inference

Case-Control More expensive, requires good matching: care must be
taken to aggregate cases across States, IPs, etc.

Bayesian βj ∼?

‘Better’ Conditionally Independent MP (
∑

j αjh
j
0) exp{βjZj};αj ∼?

Good further methods need to account
for: data collection, sampling, and
estimation under non-stationarity and
non-independence
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Motivation

The Sine Qua Non of Wrongful Conviction
Timothy Brian Cole: 7.1.1960 - 12.2.1999

I Texas Tech Student Convicted of Rape in 1985

I Died in prison from asthma attack in 1999, refused parole ← refused
to admit guilt

I Jerry Johnson had confessed to rape in 1995; Court exoneration
(posthumous) 2007-2007

GOAL: Assist (in particular) the Innocence Network’s Exoneration Work
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